IF PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = ( ((YES) Yes) Yes ) Yes or ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE <> yes and A007T_R LIVING = yes) THEN

ALP intro ALP intro
In this survey we will ask you questions about your household composition and difficulties people may have with various activities because of a health or physical problem.

IF SEX OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = EMPTY THEN

A008ASex_A A008A_R SEX
What is your gender?
1 (MALE) Male
2 (FEMALE) Female

ELSE

ENDIF

IF A009_PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW <> (SLF) SELF THEN

A010_CurrWavePrxy A010_ CURRENT WAVE PROXY - SAME AS LAST WAVE
[1] wIs current wave proxy the same person or someone else?
1 (SAMEPERSONASINPRIORWAVE) Same person as in prior wave
2 (DIFFERENT_NWPERSON) Different/new person
3 (DKIFSAMEASPW) Not Known

ENDIF

IF A009_PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW <> (PXYSPISRERTER) Proxy, spouse is reporter THEN

A010_CurrWavePrxy A010_ CURRENT WAVE PROXY - SAME AS LAST WAVE
[1] wIs current wave proxy the same person or someone else?
1 (SAMEPERSONASINPRIORWAVE) Same person as in prior wave
2 (DIFFERENT_NWPERSON) Different/new person
3 (DKIFSAMEASPW) Not Known

ENDIF

IF A009_PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW <> (PXYSPISRERTER) Proxy, spouse is reporter THEN

A103_PROXY RELATIONSHIP TO R = (PROFESSIONAL) Professional THEN

A104SCurrPrxyRTR_S A104S CURRENT WAVE PROXY REL TO R - SPECIFY
[1] wSpecify type of professional

Memo

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF piBA_RVarsZ094_PrxyNAME_V = " or A010_ CURRENT WAVE PROXY - SAME AS LAST WAVE <> (SAMEPERSONASINPRIORWAVE) Same person as in prior wave THEN
IF A103_ PROXY RELATIONSHIP TO R IN [SON, (STEPSON) Stepson or son of partner, 
(SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of (DAUGHTER) Daughter, DAUGHTER, (Stepdaughter) Stepdaughter or daughter of partner, SPPOFSON] and (A180.5_ CURRENT-WAVE PROXY CHILD NUMBER <> 97 and A180.5_ CURRENT-WAVE PROXY CHILD NUMBER <> empty) THEN

ELSE

A105_PrxyName A105_ PROXY NAME

w What is the proxy’s name?

String

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF A007T R LIVING <> (NO) No THEN

A164_A011_RateCogProbTemp A011_ PXY IW COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT RATING

w Do you have reason to think that [] would have difficulty completing

this interview because of cognitive limitations?

1 (NOREASONTOTHINKHASANYCOGLIMITS) No reason to think [] has any cognitive limitations

2 (MAYHAVESOMECOGLIMITBUTCOULDPR) [] may have some cognitive limitations but could

probably do the interview

3 (COGLIMITSPREVENTHIM_HERF) [] has cognitive limitations that prevent him/her from being

interviewed

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes THEN

A165_A013_ A013_ INTRO CONFIDENTIALITY 1

[] study is interested in learning about important aspects of people’s lives such
as their health, [] This interview is completely voluntary. If we should come to any
question that you don't want to answer, just let me know and I will go on to the next
question. The answers you give will be kept confidential. We are required to report
to State officials credible evidence of serious harm or abuse to any person, but we will
not ask you any questions about such topics. w Press 1 to continue

1 (CONTINUE) Continue

A013_Continue A013_ INTRO CONFIDENTIALITY 2

CONTINUE... A Department of Health and Human Services Certificate of
Confidentiality covers this research in order to help ensure your privacy. This
certificate can help protect the investigators from being forced to release any research
information that identifies you. This interview may be recorded so that my
supervisor can evaluate my performance. w Press 1 or 3 as appropriate to
confirm that you have read the above statement to the respondent

1 (CONTINUE) Continue 3 (CONTNoRecord) Continue without recording

ELSE


ENDIF

IF (piBA_RVarsZ145_TypeExit_V in [NEWPOSTEXIT, FIRSTREPEATPOST, SECREPEATPOST] and
piBA_RVarsZ131_YrDeath_V = empty) or (piBA_RVarsZ131_YrDeath_V = empty and
piBA_RVarsZ145_TypeExit_V = empty and (ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG)
EXIT - English or ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish )) THEN

| **A121_MoDeath** | A121_EX MONTH OF DEATH  |
| **[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]** |
| 1 (JAN) January |
| 2 (FEB) February |
| 3 (MAR) March |
| 4 (APR) April |
| 5 (MAY) May |
| 6 (JUN) June |
| 7 (JUL) July |
| 8 (AUG) August |
| 9 (SEP) September |
| 10 (OCT) October |
| 11 (NOV) November |
| 12 (DEC) December |

| **A122_DaDeath** | A122_EX DAY OF DEATH  |
| **[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]** |
| Range: 01/31/09 |

IF not (piBA_RVarsZ145_TypeExit_V in [NEWPOSTEXIT, FIRSTREPEATPOST, SECREPEATPOST]) and
(ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English or ActiveLanguage =
(EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish )THEN

| **A124_PlaceDied** | A124_EX PLACE OF DEATH  |
| **[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]** |
| 1 (INHOSPITAL) In hospital |
| 2 (INNURSINGHOME) In nursing home |
| 3 (ATHOME) At home |
| 4 (INHOSPICE) In hospice |
| 7 (OTH_SPECIFY) Other (specify) |

IF A124_EX PLACE OF DEATH = (OTH_SPECIFY) Other (specify) THEN

| **A125S A125S EX PLACE OF DEATH - SPECIFY**  |
| **[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]** |
| Memo |

ENDIF

IF A126_EX LOCATION - DIE = (OTHERCOUNTRY) Other country (specify) THEN

| **A128S A128S EX LOCATION - DIE - SPECIFY**  |
| **[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]** |
| Memo |
A127_CountyDied  A127_ EX LOC COUNTY - DIE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

Memo

ENDIF

IF A129_ EX LOCATION - CERTIFICATE = (OTHERCOUNTRY) Other country (specify) THEN

A130_CountyDeathCert  A130_ EX LOC COUNTY - CERT
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

Memo

ENDIF

A131_DeathExpected  A131_ EX EXPECTED DEATH
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

1 (EXPECTED) Expected
2 (UNEXPECTED) Unexpected
7 (OTH_SPECIFY) Other (specify)

IF A131_ EX EXPECTED DEATH = (OTH_SPECIFY) Other (specify) THEN

A132S  A132S EX EXPECTED DEATH - SPECIFY
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

Memo

ENDIF

A133_CauseDeath  A133_ EX CAUSE OF DEATH
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

Memo

A134_  A134_ EX TIME TO DEATH
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE ENGLISH PORTION OF HRS]

1 (ONEORTWOHOURS) One or two hours (or no warning)
2 (LESTHANADAY) Less than a day
3 (LESTHANAWEEK) LESS THAN A WEEK
4 (LESTHANAMONTH) Less than a month
5 (LESTHANAYEAR) Less than a year
6 (MORETHANAYEAR) More than a year

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF not ( PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (NEWPOSTEXIT) New post exit OR PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (FIRSTREPEATPOST) 1St repeat post exit OR PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (SECREPEATPOST) 2Nd repeat post exit ) THEN

IF ( ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB
| OF R <> '001' ) or ( ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB OF R = '001' 
| and ( A016A R YEAR BORN = DK or A016A R YEAR BORN = RF ) and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> 
| (empty) or ( ASK OF R OR SP = 2 and 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> 
| (Second) 2Nd interview and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN 
| PRIOR WAVE <> empty) or ( ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and 
| A009_ PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW <> (SLF) SELF and PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR 
| WAVE = 
| (YES) Yes ) THEN 
| | 
| ELSE 
| | 
| IF ( YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> Empty and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB OF R = '001' and 
| ActiveLanguage = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and 
| A009_ PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW = (SLF) SELF ) or ( YEAR BORN-UPDATED = Empty and ( 
| A023_ PREVIOUS WAVE SP/P ALIVE <> (NO) No OR NEW SPOUSEPARTNER INDICATOR = (YES) 
| Yes ) ) THEN 
| | 
| | [Questions Ask_Birthdate.X004TmoBorn to Ask_Birthdate.X067TYrBorn are displayed as a table] 
| | 
| | | **X004TmoBorn** A014A TEMP- R MONTH BORN 
| | | In what month, day and year [were you born/was your spouse or partner born]? 
| | | 1 (JAN) January 
| | | 2 (FEB) February 
| | | 3 (MAR) March 
| | | 4 (APR) April 
| | | 5 (MAY) May 
| | | 6 (JUN) June 
| | | 7 (JUL) July 
| | | 8 (AUG) August 
| | | 9 (SEP) September 
| | | 10 (OCT) October 
| | | 11 (NOV) November 
| | | 12 (DEC) December 
| | | 
| | | **X005TdaBorn** A015A TEMP- R DAY BORN 
| | | (In what month, day and year [were you born/was your spouse or partner born]?)
| | | Month: [A014A TEMP- R MONTH BORN] Day: Year: 
| | | Range: 1..31 
| | | 
| | ENDIF 
| ENDF 
| 
| IF PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW != (NEWPOSTEXIT) New post exit and PREV WAVE 
| TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW != (FIRSTREPEATPOST) 1St repeat post exit and PREV WAVE TYPE 
| POST EXIT INTERVIEW != (SECREPEATPOST) 2Nd repeat post exit THEN 
| | 
| IF 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview THEN 
| | 
| IF ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes AND ( PREV WAVE 
| COUPLENESNESS-INDIVIDUAL = (MARRIED) Married OR PREV WAVE COUPLENESNESS-INDIVIDUAL = 
| (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered (volunteered) ) THEN 

---

| Questions Ask_Birthdate.X004TmoBorn to Ask_Birthdate.X067TYrBorn are displayed as a table |
| | 
| | **X004TmoBorn** A014A TEMP- R MONTH BORN |
| | In what month, day and year [were you born/was your spouse or partner born]? |
| | 1 (JAN) January |
| | 2 (FEB) February |
| | 3 (MAR) March |
| | 4 (APR) April |
| | 5 (MAY) May |
| | 6 (JUN) June |
| | 7 (JUL) July |
| | 8 (AUG) August |
| | 9 (SEP) September |
| | 10 (OCT) October |
| | 11 (NOV) November |
| | 12 (DEC) December |
| | **X005TdaBorn** A015A TEMP- R DAY BORN |
| | (In what month, day and year [were you born/was your spouse or partner born]?)
| | Month: [A014A TEMP- R MONTH BORN] Day: Year: 
| | Range: 1..31 
| | ENDIF 
| ENDF |

---
IF A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (THATSPISNOWRSPTR) That spouse is now r's partner THEN

- A022_ A022_ VERIFY PREV WAVE SP IS NOW PARTNER
  Interviewer confirmation w Do you really mean that R and spouse are no longer married but they still live together as PARTNERS? w ENTER 1 to confirm code as entered
  1 (ACCEPTCODEASENTERED) Accept code as entered
  5 (NOTCORRECTRETURNTOCORRECT) Code not correct - return to correct

ENDIF

IF A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P IN [YesAndSpPtrIsLiving, (THATPTRISNOWRSSP) That partner is now r's spouse, ThatSpIsNowRsPtr] or

ELSE

IF A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P <> EMPTY and ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes ) THEN

- A023_PWSpPAlive A023_ PREVIOUS WAVE SP/P ALIVE
  (Is [] still alive?)
  1 (YES) Yes
  5 (NO) No

IF A023_ PREVIOUS WAVE SP/P ALIVE = ( (NO) No ) No and A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = no and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish )then

- A202_CoupledatDeath A023B_MARRIED/PART WHEN PREV WAVE SP/PT DIED
  (Were you and [] [] when[] died?)
  1 (YES) Yes
  5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (NO) No and ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes ) THEN

IF PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes THEN

- A024_MoStopCoHabit A024_ MO COUPLE STOP LIVING TOGETHER/DIE
  In what month and year did [] Month: Year:
  1 (JAN) January
  2 (FEB) February
  3 (MAR) March
  4 (APR) April
  5 (MAY) May
  6 (JUN) June
7 (JUL) July
8 (AUG) August
9 (SEP) September
10 (OCT) October
11 (NOV) November
12 (DEC) December

**A025_YrStopCoHabit** A025_YEAR COUPLE STOPPED LIVE TOGETHER/DIE
(In what month and year did [ ]) Month: [A024_MO COUPLE STOP LIVING TOGETHER/DIE] Year:
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF

IF FAMILY MEMBER INDEX = EMPTY and (( A025_YEAR COUPLE STOPPED LIVE TOGETHER DIE = RESPONSE and PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes )) THEN

**X063ARelateSp** RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE/PARTNER OF R-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s Relationship to your SPOUSE/PARTNER?
1 (SELF) Self
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER) Spouse/partner
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPPOFDaughter) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSPP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSPP) Mother-in-law
14 (RPARENTS) R's parents
15 (BROTHER) Brother
16 (BROTHERINLAW) Brother of Spouse/Partner (Brother-in-Law)
17 (SISTER) Sister
18 (SISTERINLAW) Sister of Spouse/Partner (Sister-in-Law)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) Employee of institution
23 (PAIDHELPER) Paid helper
24 (PROFESSIONAL) Professional
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY) Professional
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER) Late spouse/partner
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER) Ex-spouse/partner
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILDLAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
29 (NOTPROXYINTERVIEW) Not proxy interview
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW) Former child-in-law
32 (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW) Sp/p of grandchild
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD) Ambiguous child relationship
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW) Ambiguous child-in-law relationship

X066ACoupleness_V PREV WAVE COUPLENESS-INDIVIDUAL
PREV WAVE COUPLENESS-INDIVIDUAL
1 (MARRIED) Married
2 (REMARRIED) Remarried
3 (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered (volunteered)
4 (REPARTNERED_VOL) Repartnered (volunteered)
5 (OTHER) Other

X067AYrBorn YEAR BORN-UPDATED
In what year was [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] born?
Range: 1890..2008

X069ARelateOth RELATIONSHIP TO PERSON OTHER THAN R OR SPOUSE OF R
RELATIONSHIP TO PERSON OTHER THAN R OR SPOUSE OF R
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER) Spouse/partner
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSP) Mother-in-law
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER) Late spouse/partner
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER) Ex-spouse/partner
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW) Former child-in-law
32 (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW) Sp/p of grandchild
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD)
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW)

X070AWhoRelOth INDEX NUM OF KID/HHM/SIB THAT INDIVIDUAL IS RELATED TO
INDEX NUM OF KID/HHM/SIB THAT INDIVIDUAL IS RELATED TO
Integer

LOOP FROM 1 TO 40 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 20 DO
ENDDO
LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview THEN

IF ( A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (YESANDSPPTRISLIVING) ) Yes , and sp
partner is living OR A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (THATPTRISNOWRSSP) That partner is
now r's spouse OR A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (THATSPISNOWRSPTR) That spouse is now
r's partner ) OR ( A026_ R MARRIED = YES or A027_ LIVING W/P = YES) THEN

A030_LivTogethr A030_ COUPLE LIVE TOGETHER
[Are you and your] living [in the same nursing home or health care facility?
together?] [wIf R''s spouse/partner is not in a nursing home, please
suspend this interview and interview the spouse/partner first.]
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF A030_ COUPLE LIVE TOGETHER = (NO) No THEN

IF PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes THEN

A031_MoStopLivTogthr A031_ MO R AND SP/P STOP LIVING IN SAME HH
In what month and year did you stop living together? Month: br />
1 (JAN) January
2 (FEB) February
3 (MAR) March
4 (APR) April
5 (MAY) May
6 (JUN) June
7 (JUL) July
8 (AUG) August
9 (SEP) September
10 (OCT) October
11 (NOV) November
12 (DEC) December

A032_YrStopLivTogthr A032_ YR R AND SP/P STOP LIVING IN SAME HH
(In what month and year did you stop living together?) Month: [A031_
MO R AND SP/P STOP LIVING IN SAME HH] Year:
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF

A033_SpInNHome A033_ SP/P IN NURSHOME
Is your [new] living in a nursing home or other health care facility? Definition: (A nursing home provides all of the following services for its residents: dispensing of medication, 24-hour nursing assistance and supervision, personal assistance, and room & meals.)

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF (( ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = ( (YES) Yes ) Yes and PREV WAVE COUPLENESS-INDIVIDUAL = (MARRIED) Married )) AND A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (YESANDSPPTRISLIVING) Yes, and sp/partner is living ) OR A020T 1ST R SAME SP/P = (THATPTRISNOWRSSP) That partner is now r's spouse OR A026_ R MARRIED = YES
THEN

A034_RMarSep A034_ MARRIED OR SEPARATED

Would you say you are married, or are you separated?
1 (MARRIED) Married
2 (SEPARATED) Separated

IF A034_ MARRIED OR (SEPARATED) Separated = SEPARATED THEN

IF FAMILY MEMBER INDEX = EMPTY THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 40 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 20 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO
ENDDO

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE
ENDIF

IF 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview THEN

IF ( PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = ( ( (YES) Yes ) Yes ) Yes and (( A026_ R MARRIED = YES and A030_ COUPLE LIVE TOGETHER = yes) or A027_ LIVING W/P = YES)) THEN

A036_ A036_ MO STARTED LIVING WITH NEW SP/P
In what month and year did you start living together? Month: Year:

1 (JAN) January
2 (FEB) February
3 (MAR) March
4 (APR) April
5 (MAY) May
6 (JUN) June
7 (JUL) July
8 (AUG) August
9 (SEP) September
10 (OCT) October
11 (NOV) November
12 (DEC) December

A037_AYrStartCouple  A037_ YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH NEW SP/P

(In what month and year did you and your [new] [New question] start living together?) Month: [A036_MO STARTED LIVING WITH NEW SP/P] Year:

Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF

IF A038A CURRENT COUPLENESS-TEMPORARY <> (OTHER) Other and 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview THEN

IF ( ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB OF R <> '001') or ( ASK OF R OR SP =1 and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB OF R = '001' and ( A016A R YEAR BORN = DK or A016A R YEAR BORN = RF) and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY) or ( ASK OF R OR SP = 2 and 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE <> EMPTY) or ( ASK OF R OR SP =1 and YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> EMPTY and A009_PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW <> (SLF) SELF) THEN

ELSE

IF ( YEAR BORN-UPDATED <> Empty and PREV WAVE ASKED THE DOB OF R = '001 ' and ActiveLanguage = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ASK OF R OR SP = 1 and A009_PROXY/SELF INTERVIEW = (SLF) SELF ) or ( YEAR BORN-UPDATED = Empty and ( A023_PREVIOUS WAVE SP/P ALIVE <> (NO) No OR NEW SPOUSEPARTNER INDICATOR = (YES) Yes )) THEN

[Questions Ask_Birthdate_Spouse.X004TmoBorn to Ask_Birthdate_Spouse.X067TYrBorn are displayed as a table]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month:</th>
<th>Day: Year:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Range: 1..31

---

**FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL**
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] first name?
String

**R LAST NAME**
R LAST NAME
String

**SEX OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED**
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s gender?
1 (MALE) Male
2 (FEMALE) Female

---

IF COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = (MARRIED) Married OR COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered (volunteered) OR COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = (REPARTNERED_VOL) Repartnered (volunteered) THEN

IF A034_MARRIED OR (SEPARATED) Separated = SEPARATED AND A035_SEPARATED/PARTNERED <> (NO) No THEN

ELSE

IF ( COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = (MARRIED) Married OR COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED = (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered (volunteered) ) and A035_SEPARATED/PARTNERED <> (NO) No THEN

---
FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] first name?
String

R LAST NAME
R LAST NAME
String

SEX OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s gender?
1 (MALE) Male
2 (FEMALE) Female

dummytablestop
dummy table stop

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF COUPLINESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED <> (OTHER) Other and 1ST/2ND IW IN HH
- INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE <> (Second) 2Nd interview and S AGREE ON SPLIT STATUS
<> (Disagree) Couple disagrees about coupleness and ( ActiveLanguage = Language =
Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish
) and PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes THEN

A053_ A053_ PREV WAVE R TYPE
[F1]--Help w Do you need to change this assignment?
1 (YESCHANGEASSIGNMENTS) Change assignments
5 (NOCHANGEASSIGNMENTS) Leave assignment as stated

IF A053_ PREV WAVE R TYPE = (YESCHANGEASSIGNMENTS) Change assignments THEN

A054_ A054_ WHY CHANGE R TYPE
[F1]--Help w Why are you changing this assignment?
Memo

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF A028_ R IN NURSING HOME = (YES) Yes THEN

[Questions A065_ to A066_ are displayed as a table]
A065  A065  MONTH MOVED TO NH
In what month and year did you move to the nursing home or health care facility where you are now living?
1 (JAN) January
2 (FEB) February
3 (MAR) March
4 (APR) April
5 (MAY) May
6 (JUN) June
7 (JUL) July
8 (AUG) August
9 (SEP) September
10 (OCT) October
11 (NOV) November
12 (DEC) December

A066  A066  YEAR MOVED TO NURS HOME
(In what month and year did you move to the (nursing home/ health care facility) where you are now living?) Month: [A065_ MONTH MOVED TO NH] Year:
Range: 1900..2009

A067  CITYNHome  A067  FACILITY LOCATION CITY/ST
In what city is the nursing home or health care facility where you are living?
String

A068  STNHome  A068  REGION FACILITY LOCATED - MASKED
In what state is the nursing home or health care facility where you are living?
1 (ALABAMA_AL) Alabama (AL)
2 (ALASKA_AK) Alaska (AK)
3 (ARIZONA_AZ) Arizona (AZ)
4 (ARKANSAS_AR) Arkansas (AR)
5 (CALIFORNIA_CA) California (CA)
6 (COLORADO_CO) Colorado (CO)
7 (CONNECTICUT_CT) Connecticut (CT)
8 (DELAWARE_DE) Delaware (DE)
9 (FLORIDA_FL) Florida (FL)
10 (GEORGIA_GA) Georgia (GA)
11 (HAWAII_HI) Hawaii (HI)
12 (IDAHO_ID) Idaho (ID)
13 (ILLINOIS_IL) Illinois (IL)
14 (INDIANA_IN) Indiana (IN)
15 (IOWA_IA) Iowa (IA)
16 (KANSAS_KS) Kansas (KS)
17 (KENTUCKY_KY) Kentucky (KY)
18 (LOUISIANA_LA) Louisiana (LA)
19 (MAINE_ME) Maine (ME)
20 (MARYLAND_MD) Maryland (MD)
21 (MASSACHUSETTS_MA) Massachusetts (MA)
22 (MICHIGAN_MI) Michigan (MI)
23 (MINNESOTA_MN) Minnesota (MN)
24 (MISSISSIPPI_MS) Mississippi (MS)
25 (MISSOURI_MO) Missouri (MO)
In what other country is the nursing home or health care facility where you are living?

Memo

ENDIF

IF ASK FIN R ABOUT ANOTHER HOME OUTSIDE NURSING HOME = 1 THEN

A070_NHOwnRent  A070_NH: STILL OWN/RENT HOME

[] still own or rent a residence outside the facility where you are living?

1 (YES) Yes

5 (NO) No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF 1ST/2ND IW IN HH - INITIATION BLOCK COMPLETE = (First) 1St interview AND (A028_R IN NURSING HOME <> ( (YES) Yes ) Yes OR A070_NH: STILL OWN/RENT HOME = YES) THEN
IF PREV WAVE HH INTERVIEWED IN PRIOR WAVE = (YES) Yes THEN

IF MAIN RES ADDRESS CITY <> empty THEN

A071_SameMainRes A071_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #1
[F1]--Help Next are some questions about changes in your housing location. Our records show that [in/two years ago], [in/two years ago]2 was in [],[]. [in/two years ago]3 in []?
1 (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No

IF A071_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #1 <> (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No THEN

A072_SameAreaMain A072_ MAIN RESIDENCE IN SAME AREA AS LAST WAVE
[F1]--Help [] in or around [],[]?
1 (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF PREV WAVE HH HAS 2ND RESIDENCE = (HASOTHRES) Has other residence THEN

IF 2ND ADDRESS CITY <> empty THEN

A073_Same2ndRes A073_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #2
[F1]--Help Our records also show that [in/two years ago], you had another residence, one in [],[]. [in/two years ago]3 in [],[]?
1 (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No

IF A073_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #2 <> (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No THEN

A074_SameArea2nd A074_ SAME CITY/ST RESID #2
[] in or around [],[]?
1 (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF ( A071_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #1 <> ( ( (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No ) Yes 5 (NO) No ) Yes 5 (NO) No AND A072_ MAIN RESIDENCE IN SAME AREA AS LAST WAVE <> YES AND A073_ SAME RESID AS PREV WAVE #2 <> YES AND A074_ SAME CITY/ST RESID #2 <> YES) THEN

[Questions A075TCurResCty_A to A076TCurResST_A are displayed as a table]

A075TCurResCty_A A075T CURRENT RESIDENCE CITY
In what city and state is your residence currently located?
String
In what city and state is your residence currently located?

1 (ALABAMA_AL) Alabama (AL)
2 (ALASKA_AK) Alaska (AK)
3 (ARIZONA_AZ) Arizona (AZ)
4 (ARKANSAS_AR) Arkansas (AR)
5 (CALIFORNIA_CA) California (CA)
6 (COLORADO_CO) Colorado (CO)
7 (CONNECTICUT_CT) Connecticut (CT)
8 (DELAWARE_DE) Delaware (DE)
9 (FLORIDA_FL) Florida (FL)
10 (GEORGIA_GA) Georgia (GA)
11 (HAWAII_HI) Hawaii (HI)
12 (IDAHO_ID) Idaho (ID)
13 (ILLINOIS_IL) Illinois (IL)
14 (INDIANA_IN) Indiana (IN)
15 (IOWA_IA) Iowa (IA)
16 (KANSAS_KS) Kansas (KS)
17 (KENTUCKY_KY) Kentucky (KY)
18 (LOUISIANA_LA) Louisiana (LA)
19 (MAINE_ME) Maine (ME)
20 (MARYLAND_MD) Maryland (MD)
21 (MASSACHUSETTS_MA) Massachusetts (MA)
22 (MICHIGAN_MI) Michigan (MI)
23 (MINNESOTA_MN) Minnesota (MN)
24 (MISSISSIPPI_MS) Mississippi (MS)
25 (MISSOURI_MO) Missouri (MO)
26 (MONTANA_MT) Montana (MT)
27 (NEBRASKA_NE) Nebraska (NE)
28 (NEVADA_NV) Nevada (NV)
29 (NEWHAMPSHIRE_NH) New Hampshire (NH)
30 (NEWJERSEY_NJ) New Jersey (NJ)
31 (NEWMEXICO_NM) New Mexico (NM)
32 (NEWYORK_NY) New York (NY)
33 (NORTHCAROLINA_NC) North Carolina (NC)
34 (NORTHDAKOTA_ND) North Dakota (ND)
35 (OHIO_OH) Ohio (OH)
36 (OKLAHOMA_OK) Oklahoma (OK)
37 (OREGON_OR) Oregon (OR)
38 (PENNSYLVANIA_PA) Pennsylvania (PA)
39 (RHODEISLAND_RI) Rhode Island (RI)
40 (SOUTHCAROLINA_SC) South Carolina (SC)
41 (SOUTHDAKOTA_SD) South Dakota (SD)
42 (TENNESSEE_TN) Tennessee (TN)
43 (TEXAS_TX) Texas (TX)
44 (UTAH_UT) Utah (UT)
45 (VERMONT_VT) Vermont (VT)
46 (VIRGINIA_VA) Virginia (VA)
47 (WASHINGTON_WA) Washington (WA)
48 (WEST VIRGINIA_WV) West Virginia (WV)
49 (WISCONSIN_WI) Wisconsin (WI)
50 (WYOMING_WY) Wyoming (WY)
IF A076T CURRENT RESIDENCE STATE - MASKED = (OTHERCOUNTRY) Other country (specify) THEN

A077SCurResST_S  A077S CURRENT RESIDENCE STATE - SPECIFY

In what country is your residence currently located?

Memo

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF PREV WAVE HH HAS 2ND RESIDENCE <> (HASOTHRES) Has other residence ) Has other residence or A072_MAIN RESIDENCE IN SAME AREA AS LAST WAVE = no or A074_SAME CITY/ST RESID #2 = no or ( PREV WAVE HH HAS 2ND RESIDENCE = HASOTHRES and 2ND ADDRESS CITY = empty) THEN

A079_ A079_ OTHER HOMES/APTS

Do you [ ] have any other house or apartment where you live for 2 or more months of the year?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF A079_ OTHER HOMES/APTS = (YES) Yes THEN

[Questions A080TOTHResCty_A to A081TOthResST_A are displayed as a table]

A080TOTHResCty_A  A080T OTHER RESIDENCE CITY

In what city and state is your other residence (the one you use most) located?

String

A081TOTHResST_A  A081T OTHER RESIDENCE STATE - MASKED

(In what city and state is your other residence located?)

City: [A080T OTHER RESIDENCE CITY] State:

1 (ALABAMA_AL) Alabama (AL)
2 (ALASKA_AK) Alaska (AK)
3 (ARIZONA_AZ) Arizona (AZ)
4 (ARKANSAS_AR) Arkansas (AR)
5 (CALIFORNIA_CA) California (CA)
6 (COLORADO_CO) Colorado (CO)
7 (CONNECTICUT_CT) Connecticut (CT)
8 (DELAWARE_DE) Delaware (DE)
9 (FLORIDA_FL) Florida (FL)
10 (GEORGIA_GA) Georgia (GA)
11 (HAWAII_HI) Hawaii (HI)
12 (IDAHO_ID) Idaho (ID)
13 (ILLINOIS_IL) Illinois (IL)
14 (INDIANA_IN) Indiana (IN)
15 (IOWA_IA) Iowa (IA)
16 (KANSAS_KS) Kansas (KS)
17 (KENTUCKY_KY) Kentucky (KY)
18 (LOUISIANA_LA) Louisiana (LA)
19 (MAINE_ME) Maine (ME)
20 (MARYLAND_MD) Maryland (MD)
21 (MASSACHUSETTS_MA) Massachusetts (MA)
22 (MICHIGAN_MI) Michigan (MI)
23 (MINNESOTA_MN) Minnesota (MN)
24 (MISSISSIPPI_MS) Mississippi (MS)
25 (MISSOURI_MO) Missouri (MO)
26 (MONTANA_MT) Montana (MT)
27 (NEBRASKA_NE) Nebraska (NE)
28 (NEVADA_NV) Nevada (NV)
29 (NEWHAMPSHIRE_NH) New Hampshire (NH)
30 (NEWJERSEY_NJ) New Jersey (NJ)
31 (NEWMEXICO_NM) New Mexico (NM)
32 (NEWYORK_NY) New York (NY)
33 (NORTHCAROLINA_NC) North Carolina (NC)
34 (NORTHDAKOTA_ND) North Dakota (ND)
35 (OHIO_OH) Ohio (OH)
36 (OKLAHOMA_OK) Oklahoma (OK)
37 (OREGON_OR) Oregon (OR)
38 (PENNSYLVANIA_PA) Pennsylvania (PA)
39 (RHODEISLAND_RI) Rhode Island (RI)
40 (SOUTHCAROLINA_SC) South Carolina (SC)
41 (SOUTHDAKOTA_SD) South Dakota (SD)
42 (TENNESSEE_TN) Tennessee (TN)
43 (TEXAS_TX) Texas (TX)
44 (UTAH_UT) Utah (UT)
45 (VERMONT_VT) Vermont (VT)
46 (VIRGINIA_VA) Virginia (VA)
47 (WASHINGTON_WA) Washington (WA)
48 (WESTVIRGINIA_WV) West Virginia (WV)
49 (WISCONSIN_WI) Wisconsin (WI)
50 (WYOMING_WY) Wyoming (WY)
51 (WASHINGTONDC) Washington, D.C.
52 (PUERTORICO) Puerto Rico
97 (OTHERCOUNTRY) Other country (specify)

IF A081T OTHER RESIDENCE STATE - MASKED = (OTHERCOUNTRY) Other country (specify) THEN

A082SOTHRESTAT_S A082S OTHER RESIDENCE STATE - SPECIFY
(In what city and state is your other residence located?) Other country (specify):
Memo

ENDIF

IF ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish THEN
[Questions A083_ALP1 to A083_ALP2 are displayed as a table]

**A083_ALP1**

**A083_ NEW COHORT - YEARS AT SECOND CITY/STATE**

How many years have you lived in or around [A080T OTHER RESIDENCE CITY], [A081T OTHER RESIDENCE STATE - MASKED] [A082S OTHER RESIDENCE STATE - SPECIFY]? If less than one year, enter 1.

Range: 1..97

**A085_WhichMainRes**

**A085_ MAIN RESIDENCE**

Which is your main residence, Your home in [*] ? Or the one in [*]2? Definition: Your main residence is the residence where you spend most of your time.

1 (HOMEIN778) []
2 (HOMEIN804805) []
3 (HOMEIN778b) []
4 (HOMEIN811812) []

ENDIF

**A087TIntroChild_A**

**A087T INTRO CHILD ROSTER-1**

Relatives can have important effects on your life, especially if someone in your family needs help. For this reason we would like to [ ] [ ]C We will be referring to these people by their first names so that we can be sure we are talking about the correct person.

**A088_Ready**

A088_ A088 continue interview

with ENTER 1 to continue when ready wThe child grid will not be accessible after this point []

1 (CONTINUE) Continue
ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF A108_A108 (CONTINUE) Continue interview = CONTINUE THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 80 DO
ENDDO
IF Number of Empty kids > 0 THEN

A109_AnyOther Any other kids/spouse
[We just spoke about the following child:/We just spoke about the following
children:/No children were previously reported to us.] [] [] [ LIMIT
MESSAGE]
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF A109_Any other kids/spouse = (YES) Yes THEN

IF A120_A120 continue interview = empty THEN

Upperbound HOW MANY CHILDREN
How many children or step-children do you [] have?
Integer

LOOP FROM 1 TO [HOW MANY CHILDREN] DO

IF ( FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY AND mod( cnt , 2 ) <> ) OR (FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY AND mod(cnt, 2) = ) OR cnt = 1 THEN

IF ( FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY AND mod( cnt , 2 ) <> ) OR cnt = 1 THEN

ELSE

X058AFName FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] first name?
String

ChildTempX061ARelateR Temp Relation CHILD
What is [NAME OF CHILD]'s relationship to you?
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)

X060Asex SEX OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s gender?
1 (MALE) Male
2 (FEMALE) Female

X056A resStat  RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s residency status? (By residency we mean where does this person live)
1 (RESIDENT) Resident
2 (AWAY_INST) This person is temporarily away (in school, jail, rehab, etc.) and does not have any other permanent address
3 (AWAY_OTHER) This person is temporarily away (for another reason, such as travelling) and does not have any other permanent address
4 (DIED) This person died
5 (NONRESIDENT) This person is not a resident
6 (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person
7 (NOTACHILD)

X083AMarried  MARRIED MAR
Is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] married?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF MARRIED MAR = (NO) No THEN

X084APartnered  PARTNERED PRT
Is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] living with a partner as if married?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF aBlankRow = 1 AND NOT(COUPLENESS STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED in [MARRIED, PARTNERED_VOL]) THEN

ELSE

IF PERSON INFO CHANGED = (DELETED) Deleted THEN

X074AChanged  PERSON INFO CHANGED
IF YOU CHANGED OR ADDED THIS PERSON, MARK IT HERE
1 (CHANGED) Change in status
2 (DUPED) Duplicated
3 (CHANGEDNAME) Changed or corrected spelling of person's name
4 (ADDED) Added
5 (NOCHANGE) No change
6 (DELETED) Deleted

ELSE

X058AFName  FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] first name?
String
IF FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY THEN

IF RELATIONSHIP TO R-UPDATED IN [SON, STEPSON] THEN

ELSE

**X061ARelateR** RELATIONSHIP TO R-UPDATED

What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s relationship to you?
1 (SELF) Self
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER) Spouse/partner
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPOPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSP) Mother-in-law
14 (RPARENTS) R's parents
15 (BROTHER) Brother
16 (BROTHERINLAW) Brother of Spouse/Partner (Brother-in-Law)
17 (SISTER) Sister
18 (SISTERINLAW) Sister of Spouse/Partner (Sister-in-Law)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) Employee of institution
23 (PAIDHELPER) Paid helper
24 (PROFESSIONAL) Professional
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY) Professional
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER) Late spouse/partner
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER) Ex-spouse/partner
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
29 (NOTPROXYINTERVIEW) Not proxy interview
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW) Former child-in-law
32 (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW) Sp/p of grandchild
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD) Ambiguous child relationship
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW) Ambiguous child-in-law relationship

ENDIF

**X060ASex** SEX OF INDIVIDUAL-UPDATED

What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s gender?
1 (MALE) Male
2 (FEMALE) Female

IF A028_R IN NURSING HOME = (YES) Yes AND A038A CURRENT
COUPLENESS-TEMPORARY = (OTHER) Other THEN
ELSE
X056AresStat  RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s residency status? (By residency we mean where does this person live)
1 (RESIDENT) Resident
2 (AWAY_INST) This person is temporarily away (in school, jail, rehab, etc.) and does not have any other permanent address
3 (AWAY_OTHER) This person is temporarily away (for another reason, such as travelling) and does not have any other permanent address
4 (DIED) This person died
5 (NONRESIDENT) This person is not a resident
6 (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person
7 (NOTACHILD)
ENDIF
IF PERSON INFO CHANGED <> EMPTY THEN
X081AComment  PERSONCOMMENT COMMENT
w Enter any comments here
String
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ELSE
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS > or A028_ R IN NURSING HOME <> ( ( (YES) Yes ) Yes ) Yes or ( A028_ R IN NURSING HOME = YES and A038A CURRENT COUPLENESS-TEMPORARY <> (OTHER) Other AND A030_ COUPLE LIVE TOGETHER <> YES) THEN
A090TIntroNCR_A  A090T INTRO NONCHILD RESIDENTS ROSTER
Is there anyone else who lives with you in your home in [MAIN RES ADDRESS CITY], [1ST ADDRESS STATE]? Note: Do not include your spouse or partner and resident children.
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
IF A183_ A183 INITIALIZE GRIDS = RESPONSE THEN
IF A111_ A111 continue interview = EMPTY AND A090T INTRO NONCHILD RESIDENTS ROSTER = (YES) Yes THEN
LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO

IF END OF HHMEMBER LOOP = (YES) Yes OR cnt = 1 THEN

IF cnt > iLastHHM THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 20 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO
ENDDO
ELSE
ENDIF

IF DETERMINES WHETHER THIS CHILD IS SHOWN ON THE SCREEN = 1 THEN

X058AFName FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] first name?
String

IF FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY THEN

HHMTempX061ARelateR Temp Relation HHM
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s relationship to you?
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSPPP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSPPP) Mother-in-law
15 (BROTHER) Brother
16 (BROTHERINLAW) Brother of Spouse/Partner (Brother-in-Law)
17 (SISTER) Sister
18 (SISTERINLAW) Sister of Spouse/Partner (Sister-in-Law)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) Employee of institution
23 (PAIDHELPER) Paid helper
24 (PROFESSIONAL) Professional
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY) Professional
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER) Late spouse/partner
27 (EXESPOUSE_PARTNER) Ex-spouse/partner
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW) Former child-in-law
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW) Spouse or partner of grandchild

IF RELATIONSHIP TO R-UPDATED IN [BROTHERINLAW, SISTERINLAW] AND
FAMILY MEMBER INDEX = 0 AND A038A CURRENT COUPLENESS-TEMPORARY IN
[MARRIED, (REMARIED) Remarried , (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered
(volunteered) , REPARTNERED_VOL] THEN
A188_SibofSpp  SIB_SPP SIB
Is this a sibling of your spouse/partner?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
ENDIF

IF A028_ R IN NURSING HOME = (YES) Yes THEN
ELSE

X056AresStat  RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s residency status? (By residency we mean where does this person live)
1 (RESIDENT) Resident
2 (AWAY_INST) This person is temporarily away (in school, jail, rehab, etc.) and does not have any other permanent address
3 (AWAY_OTHER) This person is temporarily away (for another reason, such as travelling) and does not have any other permanent address
4 (DIED) This person died
5 (NONRESIDENT) This person is not a resident
6 (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person
7 (NOTACHILD)
ENDIF

IF RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED IN [NONRESIDENT, (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person, DIED] THEN
ELSE

X083AMarried  MARRIED MAR
Is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] married?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
ENDIF

IF MARRIED MAR <> (YES) Yes THEN
IF RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED IN [NONRESIDENT, (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person, DIED] THEN
ELSE

X084APartnered  PARTNERED PRT
Is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL] living with a partner as if married?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
ENDIF
IF RELATIONSHIP TO R-UPDATED IN [GRCHILD] THEN

IF RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED IN [NONRESIDENT, (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person, DIED] THEN

ELSE

A187_X070AWhoRelOth TO_WHICH_CHILD WHO

Who is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s Spouse/Partner?

1 (C01) []
2 (c02) []
3 (c03) []
4 (c04) []
5 (c05) []
6 (C06) []
7 (c07) []
8 (c08) []
9 (c09) []
10 (c10) []
11 (C11) []
12 (c12) []
13 (c13) []
14 (c14) []
15 (c15) []
16 (C16) []
17 (c17) []
18 (c18) []
19 (c19) []
20 (c20) []
21 (C21) []
22 (c22) []
23 (c23) []
24 (c24) []
25 (c25) []
26 (C26) []
27 (c27) []
28 (c28) []
29 (c29) []
30 (c30) []
31 (C31) []
32 (c32) []
33 (c33) []
34 (c34) []
35 (c35) []
36 (C36) []
37 (c37) []
38 (c38) []
39 (c39) []
40 (c40) []
41 (c41) []
LOOP FROM 1 TO 40 DO

ENDDO

IF RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED IN [NONRESIDENT, (HAVENOCONTACT)] I have no contact with this person, DIED THEN

ELSE

A187_X070AWhoRelOth TO WHICH CHILD WHO

Who is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s Spouse/Partner?

1 (C01) 
2 (C02) 
3 (C03) 
4 (C04) 
5 (C05) 
6 (C06) 
7 (C07) 
8 (C08) 
9 (C09) 
10 (C10) 
11 (C11) 
12 (C12) 
13 (C13) 
14 (C14) 
15 (C15) 
16 (C16) 
17 (C17) 
18 (C18) 
19 (C19) 
20 (C20) 
21 (C21) 
22 (C22) 
23 (C23) 
24 (C24) 
25 (C25) 
26 (C26) 
27 (C27) 
28 (C28) 
29 (C29) 
30 (C30) 
31 (C31) 
32 (C32) 
33 (C33) 
34 (C34) 
35 (C35) 
36 (C36) 
37 (C37) 
38 (C38)
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]’s residency status? (By residency we mean where does this person live)

1 (RESIDENT) Resident

2 (AWAY_INST) This person is temporarily away (in school, jail, rehab, etc.) and does not have any other permanent address

3 (AWAY_OTHER) This person is temporarily away (for another reason, such as travelling) and does not have any other permanent address

4 (DIED) This person died

5 (NONRESIDENT) This person is not a resident

6 (HAVENOCONTACT) I have no contact with this person

7 (NOTACHILD)

IF YOU CHANGED OR ADDED THIS PERSON, MARK IT HERE

1 (CHANGED) Change in status

2 (DUPED) Duplicated

3 (CHANGEDNAME) Changed or corrected spelling of person’s name

4 (ADDED) Added

5 (NOCHANGE) No change

6 (DELETED) Deleted

ELSE
ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF HOUSEHOLD SPLIT INDICATOR = (NO) No OR ( HOUSEHOLD SPLIT INDICATOR = (YES) Yes ) Yes AND NEW SPOUSEPARTNER INDICATOR = YES) THEN

IF A038A CURRENT COUPLENESS-TEMPORARY IN [MARRIED, (REMARRIED) Remarried , (PARTNERED_VOL) Partnered (volunteered) , REPARTNERED_VOL] THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 40 DO

IF FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL <> EMPTY AND ( RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE PARTNER OF R-UPDATED = EMPTY OR RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE/PARTNER OF R-UPDATED = (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown ) AND RESIDENCY STATUS-UPDATED <> (DIED) This person died THEN

IF RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE/PARTNER OF R-UPDATED = EMPTY OR RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE/PARTNER OF R-UPDATED = (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown THEN

**X063ARelateSp** RELATIONSHIP TO SPOUSE/PARTNER OF R-UPDATED
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s Relationship to your SPOUSE PARTNER?

1 (SELF) Self
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER) Spouse/partner
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSPP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSPP) Mother-in-law
14 (RPARENTS) R's parents
15 (BROTHER) Brother
16 (BROTHERINLAW) Brother of Spouse/Partner (Brother-in-Law)
17 (SISTER) Sister
18 (SISTERINLAW) Sister of Spouse/Partner (Sister-in-Law)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) Employee of institution
23 (PAIDHELPER) Paid helper
24 (PROFESSIONAL) Professional
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY) Professional
What is [FIRST NAME OF INDIVIDUAL]'s Relationship to your SPOUSE/PARTNER?

1 (SELF) Self
2 (SPOUSE/PARTNER) Spouse/partner
3 (SON) Son
4 (STEPSON) Stepson
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/Partner of Daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER) Daughter
7 (STEPDAUGHTER) Stepdaughter
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/Partner of Son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER) Father
11 (FATHEROFSPPP) Father-in-law
12 (MOTHER) Mother
13 (MOTHEROFSPPP) Mother-in-law
14 (RPARENTS) R's parents
15 (BROTHER) Brother
16 (BROTHERINLAW) Brother of Spouse/Partner (Brother-in-Law)
17 (SISTER) Sister
18 (SISTERINLAW) Sister of Spouse/Partner (Sister-in-Law)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) Employee of institution
23 (PAIDHELPER) Paid helper
24 (PROFESSIONAL) Professional
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY) Professional
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER) Late spouse/partner
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER) Ex-spouse/partner
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
29 (NOTPROXYINTERVIEW) Not proxy interview
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW) Former child-in-law
32 (UNKNOWN) Relationship unknown
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW) Sp/p of grandchild
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD) Ambiguous child relationship
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW) Ambiguous child-in-law relationship

ENDIF
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 20 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 DO
ENDDO

ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE
ENDIF

IF NOT ( PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (NEWPOSTEXIT) New post exit or
PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (FIRSTREPEATPOST) 1St repeat post exit OR
PREV WAVE TYPE POST EXIT INTERVIEW = (SECREPEATPOST) 2Nd repeat post exit ) THEN

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and
ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G001_DiffWalkBlks G001DIFFICULTY- WALKING SEVERAL BLOCKS
We need to understand difficulties people may have with various activities
because of a health or physical problem. Please indicate whether you have any
difficulty doing each of the everyday activities we list below and on the next
pages. Exclude any difficulties that you expect to last less than three
months. Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with
walking several blocks?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

IF G001DIFFICULTY- WALKING SEVERAL BLOCKS = (NO) No THEN

G002_DiffJog G002DIFFICULTY- JOGGING 1 MILE
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with running or
jogging about a mile?
1 (YES) Yes
**G003.DiffWalk1Blk**  G003 _DIFFICULTY- WALKING 1 BLOCK
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with walking one block?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

ELSE

**G004.DiffSit**  G004 _DIFFICULTY- SITTING 2 HOURS
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with sitting for about two hours?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

**G005.DiffGetUp**  G005 _DIFFICULTY- GETTING UP FROM CHAIR
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with getting up from a chair after sitting for long periods?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

**G006.DiffStairs**  G006 _DIFFICULTY- CLIMBING STAIRS
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with climbing several flights of stairs without resting?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

IF G006_ DIFFICULTY- CLIMBING STAIRS <> (NO) No THEN

**G007.DiffFltStair**  G007 _DIFFICULTY- CLIMBING 1 FLIGHT OF STAIRS
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with climbing one flight of stairs without resting?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

ENDIF
Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with stooping, kneeling, or crouching?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with reaching or extending your arms above shoulder level?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with pulling or pushing large objects like a living room chair?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with lifting or carrying weights over 10 pounds, like a heavy bag of groceries?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Because of a health problem do you have any difficulty with picking up a dime from a table?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

This question does not exist in the core portion of HRS
Range: 0..100

If G013T CHKPT: COUNT OF G001 THROUGH G012 > or ( ActiveLanguage = Language
= Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

END
IF G129T TEMP DAYS IN BED < 86 or G129T TEMP DAYS IN BED = empty THEN

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English And
ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G014_DiffDress G014_DIFFICULTY-DRESSING
Here are a few more everyday activities. Please indicate if you have any
difficulty with these because of a physical, mental, emotional or memory
problem. Again, exclude any difficulties you expect to last less than
three months. Because of a health or memory problem do you have any
difficulty with dressing, including putting on shoes and socks?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

ENDIF

IF G014_DIFFICULTY-DRESSING <> (NO) No THEN

G015_HelpDress G015_HELP W/DRESS
Does anyone ever help you dress?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

ENDIF

IF G015_HELP W/DRESS <> (NO) No AND G015_HELP W/DRESS <> NONRESPONSE
and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR
ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G130_G130_EX DRESS HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G130_EX DRESS HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G131_G131_EX DRESS YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G131_EX DRESS YEARS = Empty THEN

G132_G132_EX DRESS SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..996

IF G132_EX DRESS SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G133_G133_EX DRESS SINCE YEAR
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with walking across a room?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can’t do
7 (DONTDO) Don’t do

Do you ever use equipment or devices such as a cane, walker or wheelchair when crossing a room?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

What equipment is that? Please choose all that apply

1 (RAILING) Railing
2 (WALKER) Walker
3 (CANE) Cane
4 (CRUTCHES) Crutches
5 (ORTHOPEDICSHOES) Orthopedic shoes
6 (BRACE_LEGORBACK) Brace (leg or back)
7 (PROSTHESIS) Prosthesis
8 (OXYGEN_RESPIRATOR) Oxygen/respirator
9 (FURNITURE_WALLS) Furniture/walls
10 (WHEELCHAIR_CART) Wheelchair/cart
97 (OTHSPECIFY) Other (specify)

Could you please specify the other equipment that you are using?
IF G016_ DIFFICULTY WALKING <> (NO) No THEN

G020_HelpWalk  G020_ ADL WALK HELP
Does anyone ever help you get across a room?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTD0) [Did not do]

IF G020_ ADL WALK HELP <> (NO) No AND G020_ ADL WALK HELP <> NONRESPONSE AND ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G134_ G134_ EX WALKING HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G134_ EX WALKING HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G135_ G135_ EX WALKING YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G135_ EX WALKING YEARS = Empty THEN

G136_ G136_ EX WALKING SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..996

IF G136_ EX WALKING SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G137_ G137_ EX WALKING SINCE YEAR
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English AND ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G021_DiffBathe  G021_ DIFFICULTY BATHING
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with bathing or showering?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
ENDIF

IF G021_ DIFFICULTY BATHING <> (NO) No THEN

G022_ HelpBathe G022_ ADL BATHE HELP
Does anyone ever help you bathe?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

IF G022_ ADL BATHE HELP <> (NO) No AND G022_ ADL BATHE HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G138_ G138_ EX BATHING HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G138_ EX BATHING HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G139_ G139_ EX BATHING YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G139_ EX BATHING YEARS = Empty THEN

G140_ G140_ EX BATHING SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..996

IF G140_ EX BATHING SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G141_ G141_ EX BATHING SINCE YEAR
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G023_ DiffEat G023_ DIFFICULTY EATING
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with eating, such as cutting up your food?
1 (YES) Yes
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with
getting in or out of bed?

1 (YES) Yes

5 (NO) No

6 (CANTDO) Can't do

7 (DONTDO) Don't do

G026_UseEqpmBed  G026_ BED EQUIPMENT
Do you ever use equipment or devices such as a cane, walker or railing when getting in or out of bed?

1 (YES) Yes

5 (NO) No

IF G026_ BED EQUIPMENT = (YES) Yes THEN

G027MEqpmBed  G027 WHAT BED EQUIPMENT
What equipment is that? Please choose all that apply

1 (RAILING) Railing

2 (WALKER) Walker

3 (CANE) Cane

4 (CRUTCHES) Crutches

5 (ORTHOPEDICSHOES) Orthopedic shoes

6 (BRACE_LEGORBACK) Brace (leg or back)

7 (PROSTHESIS) Prosthesis

8 (OXYGEN_RESPIRATOR) Oxygen/respirator

9 (FURNITURE_WALLS) Furniture/walls

10 (WHEELCHAIR_CART) Wheelchair/cart

97 (OTHSPECIFY) Other (specify)

IF OTHSPECIFY IN G027 WHAT BED EQUIPMENT THEN

G028SEqpmBed_S  G028S BED WHAT EQUIPMENT - SPECIFY
Could you please specify what other equipment you are using?

Memo

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF G025_ DIFFICULTY GET IN/OUT BED <> (NO) No THEN

G029_HelpBed  G029_ ADL BED HELP
Does anyone ever help you get in or out of bed?

1 (YES) Yes

5 (NO) No

6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]

7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

IF G029_ ADL BED HELP <> (NO) No AND G029_ ADL BED HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G145_ G145_ EX BED HELP WHEN
IF G145_ EX BED HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G146_ EX BED YEARS
IF G146_ EX BED YEARS = Empty THEN

G147_ EX BED SINCE AGE
IF G147_ EX BED SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G148_ EX BED SINCE YEAR
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G030_DiffToilet  DIFFICULTY USING TOILET
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with using the toilet, including getting up and down?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

ENDIF

IF G030_ DIFFICULTY USING TOILET <> (NO) No THEN

G031_HelpToilet  ADL TOILET HELP
Does anyone ever help you use the toilet?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

IF G031_ ADL TOILET HELP <> (NO) No AND G031_ ADL TOILET HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN
| G149 | G149_ EX TOILET HELP WHEN |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 1..96 |

IF G149_ EX TOILET HELP WHEN = empty THEN

| G150 | G150_ EX TOILET YEARS |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 0..96 |

IF G150_ EX TOILET YEARS = Empty THEN

| G151 | G151_ EX TOILET SINCE AGE |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 0..996 |

IF G151_ EX TOILET SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

| G152 | G152_ EX TOILET SINCE YEAR |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 1900..2009 |

ENDIF

IF G013T CHKPNT: COUNT OF G001 THROUGH G012 <> 1 OR G014_ DIFFICULTY-DRESSING <> (NO) No THEN


IF G032_ WHO HELP-MOST <> EMPTY THEN

IF G032.5_ WHO HELP-MOST <> 97 THEN

<p>| G033_ADHLprRel | G033_ ADL HELPER RELATIONSHIP TO R |
| What is that person’s relationship to you[]? |
| 1 (SELF) |
| 2 (SPOUSEPARTNER) |
| 3 (SON) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Number</th>
<th>Role Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Step Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Stepdaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Father of stepchild (Son-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mother of stepchild (Daughter-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Step Parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Brother-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sister-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Other Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Other Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Employee of Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Paid Helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Professional Specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Late Spouse/partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Ex Spouse/partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Unlisted Child or Child-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Former Step Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Former Child-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Former Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Former Grandchild in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Unknown Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Unknown Child-in-law</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**G034_ADLHelperName**

- **String**

**G035_ADLHelperOth**

- Does anyone else help you with this activity/these activities?
- **1 (YES) Yes**
- **5 (NO) No**
IF G032.5_ WHO HELP-MOST <> 97 THEN

**G033_ADLHlprRel**  G033_ ADL HELPER RELATIONSHIP TO R

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is that person’s relationship to you?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (SELF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (SPOUSEPARTNER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (SON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (STEPSON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (DAUGHTER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (STEPDAUGHTER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (FATHER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (FATHEROFSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (MOTHER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (MOTHEROFSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 (RAPARENTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (BROTHER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 (BROTHERINLAW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 (SISTER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (SISTERINLAW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION)[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 (PAIDHELPER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 (PROFESSIONAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 (FORMERCCHILDINLAW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (UNKNOWNCHILD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 (UNKNOWNINLAW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**G034_ADLHlprName**  G034_ ADL HELPER NAME

| []                                      |
| String                                  |

ENDIF

IF help index < 7 THEN

**G035_ADLHlprOth**  G035_ A ADL ANYONE ELSE HELP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Does anyone else help you with this activity/these activities?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (YES) Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (NO) No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and 
ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

   IF A018_ R AGE IMPUTE FLAG >= 65 OR PREV WAVE R EVER INTERVIEWED <> (REIWR) 
Reinterview r THEN

   | G036_SeatBelts  G036_ FREQ R WEARS SEATBELT
   | When you ride in a car, how often do you wear your seatbelt? Is it all or 
| most of the time, sometimes, rarely, or never?
   | 1 (ALLORMOST) All or most
   | 2 (SOMETIMES) Sometimes
   | 3 (RARELY) Rarely
   | 4 (NEVER) Never

   IF A018_ R AGE IMPUTE FLAG >= 65 THEN

   | G037_AbleDrive  G037_ R ABILITY TO DRIVE
   | Are you able to drive?
   | 1 (YES) Yes
   | 5 (NO) No
   | 6 (VOLNEVERDROVE) I never never drove

   IF G037_ R ABILITY TO DRIVE = (YES) Yes THEN

   | G207_HaveDriven  G037.1_ Have Driven in Past Month
   | Have you driven a car in the past month?
   | 1 (YES) Yes
   | 5 (NO) No

   | G038_CarAvail  G038_ CAR AVAILABLE
   | Do you have a car available to use when you need one?
   | 1 (YES) Yes
   | 5 (NO) No

   IF G037.1_ Have Driven in Past Month = (YES) Yes THEN

   | G039_LongTrips  G039_ LIMIT DRIVING- NEARBY/LONG TRIPS
   | Do you limit your driving to nearby places, or do you also drive on 
| longer trips?
   | 1 (LIMITTONEARBY) Limit to nearby
   | 2 (DRIVELONGTRIPS) Drive long trips
I do not drive

Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty using a map to figure out how to get around in a strange place?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty preparing a hot meal?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

Is that because of a health or memory problem?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

Does anyone help you prepare hot meals?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]
IF ( G043_ IADL MEAL PREPARATION HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNO Could OR G043_ IADL MEAL PREPARATION HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNO Don't ) THEN

| G171_ G043.5_ WHY-GROC DIFF |
| Is that because of a health or memory problem? |
| 1 (YES) Yes |
| 5 (NO) No |

ENDIF

IF G043_ IADL MEAL PREPARATION HELP = ( (YES) Yes ) Yes or G043.5_ WHY-GROC DIFF = yes or G043.5_ WHY-GROC DIFF = Nonresponse THEN

| G153_ G153_ EX MEALS HELP WHEN |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 0..96 |

IF G153_ EX MEALS HELP WHEN = empty THEN

| G154_ G154_ EX MEALS YEARS |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 0..96 |

IF G154_ EX MEALS YEARS = Empty THEN

| G155_ G155_ EX MEALS SINCE AGE |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 0..996 |

IF G155_ EX MEALS SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

| G156_ G156_ EX MEALS SINCE YEAR |
| [THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS] |
| Range: 1900..2009 |

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

| G044_DiffShop G044_ IADL GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY |
| Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with shopping for groceries? |
| 1 (YES) Yes |
| 5 (NO) No |
| 6 (CANTDO) Can't do |
| 7 (DONTDO) Don't do |
IF G044_ IADL GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY = (CANTDO) Can't do OR G044_ IADL GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY = (DONTDO) Don't do THEN

G045_ G045_ WHY- GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF
ENDIF

IF G044_ IADL GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY <> (NO) No AND G045_ WHY- GROC SHOP DIFFICULTY <> NO And A028_ R IN NURSING HOME <> (YES) Yes THEN

G046_HelpShop  G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP
Does anyone help you shop for groceries?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

ENDIF

IF G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP <> (NO) No and G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

IF ( G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNOCant OR G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNODont ) THEN

G173_ G046_5_ WHY-GROC DIFF
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF G046_ IADL GROC SHOP HELP = (YES) Yes or G046_5_ WHY-GROC DIFF = yes or G046_5_ WHY-GROC DIFF = Nonresponse THEN

G157_ G157_ EX GROC HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1..96

IF G157_ EX GROC HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G158_ G158_ EX GROC YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G158_ EX GROC YEARS = Empty THEN
G159_ G159_ EX GROC SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 9.996

IF G159_ EX GROC SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G160_ G160_ EX GROC SINCE YEAR
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and
ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G047_DiffPhone G047_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with making
phone calls?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

IF G047_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY = (CANTDO) Can't do OR G047_
IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY = (DONTDO) Don't do THEN

G048_ProbPhone G048_ WHY- MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF ENDIF

IF G047_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY <> (NO) No AND G048_ WHY-
MAKING PHONE CALLS DIFFICULTY <> No THEN

G049_HelpPhone G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP
Does anyone help you make telephone calls?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

ENDIF

IF ( G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP <> (NO) No and G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE
CALLS HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language =
(EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

IF ( G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNO Cant OR G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNO Dont ) THEN

G161_ G161_ EX PHONE -WHY DONT
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
1 (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF G049_ IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP = (YES) Yes 5 (NO) No ) Yes or G161_ EX PHONE -WHY DONT EX PHONE -WHY DONT = yes or G161_ = Nonresponse THEN

G162_ G162_ EX PHONE HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G162_ EX PHONE HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G163_ G163_ EX PHONE YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G163_ EX PHONE YEARS = Empty THEN

G164_ G164_ EX PHONE SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..996

IF G164_ EX PHONE SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G165_ G165_ EX PHONE SINCE YEAR
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G050_DiffMeds G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty taking medications?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DNTTAKEMEDICATIONS) Don't do
IF G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY = (DNTTAKEMEDICATIONS) Don't do THEN

G051_DiffMeds2  G051_ IADL TAKING MEDS IF NEEDED DIFFICULTY
Do you think you would have any difficulty taking medications if you needed to do so?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF ( G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY = (CANTDO) Can't do OR G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY = (DNTTAKEMEDICATIONS) Don't do ) AND G051_ IADL TAKING MEDS IF NEEDED DIFFICULTY <> (NO) No AND G051_ IADL TAKING MEDS IF NEEDED DIFFICULTY <> Nonresponse THEN

G052_ProbMeds  G052_ WHY- TAKING MEDICATIONS DIFFICULTY
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF G051_ IADL TAKING MEDS IF NEEDED DIFFICULTY <> ( ( (NO) No ) No ) No AND G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY <> NO AND G052_ WHY- TAKING MEDICATIONS DIFFICULTY <> NO AND A028_ R IN NURSING HOME <> (YES) Yes and G050_ IADL TAKING MEDICATION DIFFICULTY <> (DNTTAKEMEDICATIONS) Don't do THEN

G053_HelpMeds  G053_ IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP
Does anyone help you with taking medications?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) [Could not do]
7 (DONTDO) [Did not do]

IF ( G053_ IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP <> (NO) No and G053_ IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP <> NONRESPONSE and ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language = (EXTENG) EXIT - English OR ActiveLanguage = (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish )) THEN

IF ( G053_ IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNOCan't OR G053_ IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNODont ) THEN

G174_ProbMeds  G053_5_ WHY-MED DIFF
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF
IF G053_IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP = ( (YES) Yes) Yes or G053_5_ WHY-MED DIFF = Nonresponse THEN

G166_ EX MED HELP WHEN
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 01/20/09

IF G166_ EX MED HELP WHEN = empty THEN

G167_ EX MED YEARS
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..96

IF G167_ EX MED YEARS = Empty THEN

G168_ EX MED SINCE AGE
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 0..996

IF G168_ EX MED SINCE AGE = Empty THEN

G169_ EX MED SINCE YEAR
[THIS QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST IN THE CORE PORTION OF HRS]
Range: 1900..2009

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF ( G043_IADL MEAL PREPARATION HELP IN [YES, ( ( (CANTDO) ^FLYESNOCant) ^FLYESNOCant) ^FLYESNOCant, DONTDO) or G046_IADL GROC SHOP HELP IN [YES, CANTDO, DONTDO] or G049_IADL MAKING PHONE CALLS HELP IN [YES, CANTDO, DONTDO] or G053_IADL TAKING MEDICATIONS HELP IN [YES, CANTDO, DONTDO])
THEN

IF G054_IADL WHO HELPS MOST <> EMPTY THEN

IF G054.5_IADLS- WHO HELPS <> 97 AND G054_IADL WHO HELPS MOST <> NONRESPONSE THEN

G055_IADLHlprRel G055_IADL HELPER RELATIONSHIP TO R
What is that person’s relationship to you [FILL FOR G055]
1 (SELF)
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER)
3 (SON)
4 (STEPSON)
5 (SPOOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER)
7 (STEPDAUGHTER)
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER)
11 (FATHEROFSP)
12 (MOTHER)
13 (MOTHEROFSP)
14 (RPARENTS)
15 (BROTHER)
16 (BROTHERINLAW)
17 (SISTER)
18 (SISTERINLAW)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) []
23 (PAIDHELPER)
24 (PROFESSIONAL)
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY)
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER)
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER)
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW)
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW)
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD)
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW)

G056_IADLHlprName  G056_ IADL HELPER NAME 1
[FILL FOR G055]
String
ENDIF

IF IADL helper index < 6 THEN

G057_IADLHlprOth  G057_ IADL ANYONE ELSE HELP
Does anyone else help you [Who most often helps you /Who is that /]?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
ENDIF
ENDIF

LOOP FROM 2 TO 6 DO

IF G057_ IADL ANYONE ELSE HELP = (YES) Yes THEN

IF G054_ IADL WHO HELPS MOST <> EMPTY THEN

IF G054.5_ IADLS- WHO HELPS <> 97 AND G054_ IADL WHO HELPS MOST <>
NONRESPONSE THEN

**G055_IADLHlprRel**

What is that person’s relationship to you [FILL FOR G055]

1 (SELF)
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER)
3 (SON)
4 (STEPSON)
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER)
7 (STEPDAUGHTER)
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILDFamily Child)
10 (FATHER)
11 (FATHEROFSP)
12 (MOTHER)
13 (MOTHEROFSP)
14 (RPPARENTS)
15 (BROTHER)
16 (BROtherINLAW)
17 (SISTER)
18 (SISTERINLAW)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) []
23 (PAIDHELPER)
24 (PROFESSIONAL)
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY)
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER)
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER)
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCILDINLAW)
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW)
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD)
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW)

**G056_IADLHlprName**

[FILL FOR G055]

String

ENDIF

IF IADL helper index < 6 THEN

**G057_IADLHlprOth**

Does anyone else help you [Who most often helps you /Who is that /]?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
G058_HelpOth  G058_ HOUSEYARD WORK HELP
Besides any help you have told us about, do you get any help with work around the house or yard because of a health problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

G059_DiffMoney  G059_ IADL MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY
Because of a health or memory problem do you have any difficulty with managing your money -- such as paying your bills and keeping track of expenses?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
6 (CANTDO) Can't do
7 (DONTDO) Don't do

IF G059_ IADL MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY = (CANTDO) Can't do OR G059_ IADL MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY = (DONTDO) Don't do THEN

G060_ProbMoney  G060_ WHY- MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

G061_HelpMoney  G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP
Does anyone ever help you manage your money?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No
IF G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNOCant OR G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNODont THEN

G191_G060_ProbMoney G060_ WHY-MEM/HEALTH PROBLEM
Is that because of a health or memory problem?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

ENDIF

IF G059_ IADL MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY <> (NO) No AND G059_ IADL MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY <> EMPTY THEN

IF ( G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP = (YES) Yes OR G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP = (CANTDO) ^FLYESNOCant OR G061_ IADL MANAGING MONEY HELP = (DONTDO) ^FLYESNODont ) AND G060_ WHY- MANAGING MONEY DIFFICULTY <> (NO) No THEN

IF G062_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY-1 <> EMPTY THEN

IF ( G062_5_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY <> 97 AND G062_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY-1 <> NONRESPONSE) THEN

G063_MnyHlprRel G063_ MONEY HELPER RELATIONSHIP TO R
[What is that person's relationship to you or are they an employee of the place you live?]
1 (SELF)
2 (SPOUSEPARTNER)
3 (SON)
4 (STEPSON)
5 (SPPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)
6 (DAUGHTER)
7 (STEPDAUGHTER)
8 (SPPOFSON) Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)
9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
10 (FATHER)
11 (FATHEROFSPP)
12 (MOTHER)
13 (MOTHEROFSPP)
14 (RPARENTS)
15 (BROTHER)
16 (BROTHERINLAW)
17 (SISTER)
18 (SISTERINLAW)
19 (OTHERRELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHERINDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEEOFINSTITUTION) []
23 (PAIDHELPER)
24 (PROFESSIONAL)
25 (PROFESSIONALSPECIFY)
26 (LATESPOUSE_PARTNER)
27 (EXSPOUSE_PARTNER)
28 (UNLISTEDCHILDORCHILD_IN_LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
30 (FORMERSTEPCHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMERCHILDINLAW)
33 (GRCHILD_IN_LAW)
90 (UNKNOWNCHILD)
91 (UNKNOWNINLAW)

ENDIF

 IF money loop index < 2 THEN

 G065_MnyHlprOth G065_ MANAGING MONEY ANYONE ELSE HELP- 1
 Does anyone else help you manage your money?
 1 (YES) Yes
 5 (NO) No

ENDIF

ENDIF

 IF G065_ MANAGING MONEY ANYONE ELSE HELP- 1 = (YES) Yes THEN

 IF G062_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY-1 <> EMPTY THEN

 IF ( G062.5_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY <> 97 AND G062_ WHO HELPS MANAGE MONEY-1 <> NONRESPONSE) THEN

 G063_MnyHlprRel G063_ MONEY HELPER RELATIONSHIP TO R
 [What is that person's relationship to you or are they an employee of the place you live?]
 1 (SELF)
 2 (SPOUSEPARTNER)
 3 (SON)
 4 (STEPSON)
 5 (SPOFDAUGHTER) Spouse/partner of daughter (Son-in-law)
 6 (DAUGHTER)
 7 (STEPDAUGHTER)
 8 (SPOFSON) Spouse/partner of son (Daughter-in-law)
 9 (GRCHILD) Grandchild
 10 (FATHER)
 11 (FATHEROFSPP)
 12 (MOTHER)
 13 (MOTHEROFSPP)
 14 (RPARENTS)
 15 (BROTHER)
 16 (BROTHERINLAW)
 17 (SISTER)
18 (SISTER-IN-LAW)
19 (OTHER RELATIVE) Other relative
20 (OTHER INDIVIDUAL) Other individual
21 (ORGANIZATION) Organization
22 (EMPLOYEE OF INSTITUTION) []
23 (PAID HELPER)
24 (PROFESSIONAL)
25 (PROFESSIONAL SPECIFY)
26 (LATE SPOUSE PARTNER)
27 (EX-SPOUSE PARTNER)
28 (UNLISTED CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW) Unlisted child or child-in-law
30 (FORMER STEP CHILD) Former step-child
31 (FORMER CHILD IN LAW)
90 (UNKNOWN CHILD)
91 (UNKNOWN IN LAW)

ENDIF

IF money loop index < 2 THEN

G065_MnyHlprOth G065_ MANAGING MONEY ANYONE ELSE HELP- 1

Does anyone else help you manage your money?
1 (YES)  Yes
5 (NO)  No

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

LOOP FROM 1 TO 15 DO
ENDDO

LOOP FROM 1 TO 15 DO
ENDDO

IF ( ActiveLanguage = Language = Language <> (EXTENG) EXIT - English and
ActiveLanguage <> (EXTSPN) EXIT - Spanish ) THEN

G208_RateHandStrength Rate Hand Strength

How would you rate your hand strength? Would you say it is very strong,
somewhat strong, somewhat weak, or very weak?
1 (Very)  Very strong
2 (Somewhat strong)  Somewhat strong
3 (Somewhat weak)  Somewhat weak
4 (Very weak)  Very weak

G209_shortofbreath Short of Breath

How often do you become short of breath while awake? Would you say often,
sometimes, rarely, or never? Please do not include periods of exercise.
How often do you have difficulty with balance? Would you say often, sometimes, rarely, or never?

1 (OFTEN) Often
2 (SOMETIMES) Sometimes
3 (RARELY) Rarely
4 (NEVER) Never

Have you spent any time in the past 12 months doing volunteer work for religious, educational, health-related or other charitable organizations?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF G086_ VOLUNTEER WORK = (YES) Yes THEN

Altogether, would you say the time amounted to less than 100 hours, more than 100 hours, or what?

1 (LESSTHAN100HOURS) Less than 100 hours
3 (ABT100HOURS) About 100 hours
5 (MORETHAN100HOURS) More than 100 hours

IF G089_ TOT HRS VOL WORK 100 = (MORETHAN100HOURS) More than 100 hours THEN

Would it be less than 200 hours, more than 200 hours, or what?

1 (LESSTHAN200HOURS) Less than 200 hours
3 (ABT200HOURS) About 200 hours
5 (MORETHAN200HOURS) More than 200 hours

Would it be less than 50 hours, more than 50 hours, or what?

1 (LESSTHAN50HOURS) Less than 50 hours
3 (ABT50HOURS) About 50 hours
5 (MORETHAN50HOURS) More than 50 hours

ENDIF
ENDIF

Have you spent any time in the past 12 months helping friends, neighbors, or relatives who did not live with you and did not pay you for the help?

1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

IF G092_ TOT HRS HELP FRIENDS/REL/OTR = (YES) Yes THEN
Altogether, would you say the time amounted to less than 100 hours, more than 100 hours, or what?

1 (LESSTHAN100HOURS) Less than 100 hours
3 (ABT100HOURS) About 100 hours
5 (MORETHAN100HOURS) More than 100 hours

IF G094_ TOT HRS HELP FRIENDS/REL/OTR100 = (MORETHAN100HOURS) More than 100 hours THEN

Would it be less than 200 hours, more than 200 hours, or what?
1 (LESSTHAN200HOURS) Less than 200 hours
3 (ABT200HOURS) About 200 hours
5 (MORETHAN200HOURS) More than 200 hours

Would it be less than 50 hours, more than 50 hours, or what?
1 (LESSTHAN50HOURS) Less than 50 hours
3 (ABT50HOURS) About 50 hours
5 (MORETHAN50HOURS) More than 50 hours

ENDIF
ENDIF

Suppose in the future, you needed help with basic personal care activities like eating or dressing. Do you have relatives or friends who would be willing and able to help you over a long period of time?
1 (YES) Yes
5 (NO) No

Which child is that? Please choose all that apply
1 (C01) [ ]
2 (c02) [ ]
3 (c03) [ ]
IF G099M WHICH CHILD WILL HELP-1 <> NONRESPONSE THEN

LOOP FROM 1 TO 50 DO
ENDDO

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF GRANDCHILD IN G098M HELP W/ FUTURE NEEDS- RELATIONSHIP THEN

G194_G100M Temp G100M WHICH GRANDCHILD
[] w Please choose all that apply

1 (C01) []
2 (c02) []
3 (c03) []
4 (c04) []
5 (c05) []
6 (C06) []
7 (c07) []
8 (c08) []
9 (c09) []
IF G100M WHICH GRANDCHILD <> NONRESPONSE THEN
LOOP FROM 1 TO 40 DO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

CS_001 HOW PLEASANT INTERVIEW
Could you tell us how interesting or uninteresting you found the questions in this interview?
1 Very interesting
2 Interesting
3 Neither interesting nor uninteresting
4 Uninteresting
5 Very uninteresting

CS_003 comments
Do you have any other comments on the interview? Please type these in the box below.
Memo